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You start off each day by 

determining what needs your 

attention so your business can run 

successfully. That’s why when you 

open your CobaltConnect account, 

the Dashboard module will give 

you a clear insight into your store. 

From here you can see all of your 

End Of Day Sales, Sales, Year Over 

Year Sales History, Top Sellers in 

the Last 30 Days, and Stock Alerts 

for if you are running out of any 

products. The best feature of your 

dashboard is that you can see your 

Total Revenue within the last 30, 60, 

or 90 days, or in any other custom 

time frame of your choosing.

If you scroll down to the bottom of the page, 

you will see important notifications from your 

distributors regarding the status of your orders. 

In this table, you can click any PO number to 

address any of the issues with that order. The 

Owed To Distributor section will show you your 

current Balance PO Amount as well as the 

Balance Credits you have with your distributors. 

D A S H B O A R D

Alerts
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In this section, you can organize your products by Distributor, Size and Category using the 

corresponding dropdown menus. You can also sort the products by name, size, current 

quantity in stock, units sold, recommended buy, and the current distributor you are buying 

from. the current distributor you are buying from, and the product’s category. The Case Cost, 

Bottle Cost, and Post-Off* columns are updated on the first of every month. There is also a 

column for the minimum retail bottle price, your retail price, and the number of units you’ve 

sold within the time period you have selected from the Last 30 Days button in the right 

corner. This button can be found on any module. No more keeping track of dozens of paper 

invoices or manually counting your inventory each time you have a question about your stock! 

A key component of running a liquor store is managing all the products you keep on your 

shelves. Whenever you need to see your inventory, select the “Products” dropdown in your 

Navigation Bar and click the My Products Module.

M Y  P R O D U C T S

*Please Note: The post-off section varies based on your state. If you do not see a post-off section, then you will 

instead see Discounts, which will show you any current deal applicable for that product. 
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If an item is listed in red, it indicates that that product’s SKU or distributor was entered incorrectly. 

This means it is not in sync with the distributor and cannot be ordered from CobaltConnect until it 

is corrected. This issue can be quickly solved with the map & fill feature.

Map & Fill helps you map products with the proper 

information by pulling the correct information from 

the Distributor Price Network. However, Map & Fill will 

not always be able to connect an option, but product 

errors can also be easily fixed within My Products or 

Draft POs.

Draft POs
p. 15

For quick edits to a product’s ID, UPC, name, distributor, 

category, case, or bottle cost click the gear icon at the end 

of the product’s row. This will open a popup for all of the 

product’s information. Make any changes needed here. If a 

product is unmapped, search for it in the search bar, select 

the correct product information, and then autofill to save 

the correct information. If you are editing a product you 

would like to order you can do so in the popup by adding 

the values at the top and then selecting Add to PO. 

Editing Products

M Y  P R O D U C T S ,  C O N T .
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We know that you are going to be entering products through your 

Clover system during your business day. You will notice that when 

you enter products manually through the Clover system, you will not 

see them in CobaltConnect right away. The system is programmed to 

automatically update your inventory database every morning at 4 AM. 

However, if you need to access the information sooner, then you can 

click Fetch, which can be found under the Last 30 Days calendar of My 

Products. This will pull the information from the Clover system and 

will update CobaltConnect within a few minutes.

Now, you aren’t going to be selling your current products forever. Sometimes products stop 

selling and it’s no longer beneficial to keep them on your shelves.

When you want to remove products 

from your My Products list, check the 

product’s box and then click Delete. 

This will remove the products from 

your inventory list and your Clover 

system, but they will remain in the 

Distributor Price Network so you can 

add them back at a later date. 

M Y  P R O D U C T S ,  C O N T .
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When you are ready to restock your shelves you will begin creating a purchase order in this 

module. First, locate the product(s) you want. Select them for your order by checking the boxes to 

the left. Once all the products you need have been selected, click Add To PO. 

Add to PO

The products will automatically be saved and 

organized by the distributor in Draft POs. To 

continue your purchase orders enter Draft 

POs. You can enter the module by selecting 

the shopping cart icon in the right corner of 

CobaltConnect or open the Purchase Orders 

dropdown in your menu and select Draft POs. 

Draft POs

M Y  P R O D U C T S ,  C O N T .
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When you want to permanently change 

a distributor select the gear icon of the 

product you wish to change. A drop-down 

option will then appear in the default 

distributor’s section. Select the new 

distributor and then the save icon. 

With every product you add to your My Products module, CobaltConnect’s universal product 

ID mapping will automatically pull other distributors’ product information. This information 

will be used in the Price Comparison module to help you to always get the best price. 

Some states allow multiple distributors to 

sell a product. The question then comes 

down to who you would prefer to buy 

from. Since you don’t want to see the 

same product listed five times in your My 

Products module, Cobalt has created the 

Dual Items management feature. 

Change Distributors

D U A L  I T E M S
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You always want to get the best deal, but reviewing your distributor price book every 

month makes it difficult to ensure you are getting the best price. In the Price Comparison 

module, you will be able to see all other distributor options for the products that are 

currently in your Draft POs. You can see which products could have an alternate price by 

clicking Price Comparison at the top of the module. 

The changes will take effect automatically in 

your open Draft PO and will only be applied to 

the order you are currently working in. If you 

would like to change the Default Distributor for 

that product, you can do so in the Dual Products 

Module.

Please Note: If the price comparison scale does not show, 

then no other distributors are offering that product. The 

scale is not a guarantee of a cheaper price.

The name and UPC of the product(s) from your current draft order will be in the first 

column, followed by the distributor you currently purchase from. The following columns 

show distributors that also sell the product with their competing prices. If you decide to 

make a switch, select the Modify button in the upper right corner. The distributor names 

will then open up for you to choose from. Select the distributor name that you would 

like to purchase from. At the bottom of the page, you will see the products with the new 

distributors you have selected. Once you have made your final decision, click Update PO.

Modify

P R I C E  C O M P A R I S O N
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Finally, your delivery day has arrived and you are ready to 

add the new products you’ve ordered into your inventory. 

Enter the Purchase Order Dashboard, which is divided into 

three sections: your Recent PO’s, your Purchase History, and 

Detailed PO’s. You will also see a button in the top left corner 

labeled View Drafts, which will lead you to your Draft POs. 

We understand that not all of your orders are going to be placed through CobaltConnect, 

which is entirely acceptable, as long as that works best for your business. However, it will 

benefit you significantly and help your business run smoothly if you keep CobaltConnect 

up-to-date. For the orders you place with your Sales Agent or through your Distributor 

Pricing Network, you would simply re-enter that information into the Import PO section 

in the Purchase Order module. 

Navigate to the Purchase Order module and 

click on Purchase Order Dashboard, then click 

the Import PO button in the right-hand corner. 

There are two ways to import a purchase order, 

manually or by importing a CSV file.

Import PO

PO Dashboard

Import PO

P U R C H A S E  O R D E R S

Product Data provided in our Distributor Price Network is provided to CobaltConnect by its affiliate partners, 

including SevenFifty, Beverage Media as well as independent Distributors, and has not been audited or 

independently verified by Cobalt.
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To import manually, select Enter Data Manually. When the page refreshes, begin your 

purchase order by typing in the item names in the first column. If a product does not 

already exist in your My Products module, you can search for it in your state’s pricing 

network in the second column. In either column, options in the dropdown will appear. 

These options are pulled directly from your state’s pricing network. Once you select a 

product from the dropdown, the information will fill in the remaining columns. 

Next enter in the number of cases and bottles you ordered as well as the number of cases 

and bottles you received. You can enter multiple imported purchase orders into this 

section. To add more columns, select the plus button in the bottom left corner. To save 

the purchase order to finish at a later time select save. If you are ready to continue with 

the imported PO select next. On the next page you will be able to confirm your purchase 

order’s information. If anything needs to be corrected you can select “Go Back”. If all PO 

information is correct then select confirm. The page will then refresh and bring you to the 

PO summary page where you can make your final confirmation.

Once you hit Confirm, the PO will move into your Recent PO’s. From there, the order can 

be handled like a regular purchase order. This will not only save you time but help you log 

refunds and credits when the order is received.

Enter in Purchase 
Order data

1

Review and confirm
the information

2

Receive the PO in
Submitted POs

3

P U R C H A S E  O R D E R S ,  C O N T .
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Once you’ve completed entering the information into the formatted CSV file, go back to 

CobaltConnect, and then upload your completed file. The information from the excel sheet will 

then be imported on the next page. In the next step, you’ll have an opportunity to go through 

the information and make sure it is correct before moving forward with adding these items 

into the Purchase Order. When the page refreshes you will be able to enter the case & bottle 

quantities if you have not done so already. If everything looks to be satisfactory- then select 

confirm. You will then be directed back to the purchase order dashboard and the Purchase 

Order you created can be found in Recent POs.

The second option is uploading your Purchase Orders via bulk CSV file. With this option, you 

will want to download our sample file that is properly formatted to ensure the information 

will import correctly. Each column needs to be filled out with the corresponding purchase 

orders information for the system to be imported with the product & order details correctly. 

By importing your previous POs not only you will be able to gain deeper insight into your 

buying patterns but you will now never have to worry about a broken system. This all gives 

you the chance to better plan for future purchase orders. 

P U R C H A S E  O R D E R S ,  C O N T .
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If you added a product to Draft POs that has not been mapped properly with its distributor 

it will be listed under the UNMAPPED section in your Drafts. To fix the mapping, search for 

the name of the product in the open field under Product ID. Scroll through the search results 

until you find the product that matches the one you would like to order. Once selected it will 

autofill the needed fields. If everything looks correct select Add To PO and it will automatically 

go into the correct Draft PO. If the information doesn’t look right you can search for the 

product again. 

One of the great benefits of CobaltConnect is that it allows you to see a comparative graph 

of your year-over-year sales right from your draft PO’s to help you better plan your orders. 

Other inventory database systems make you search for each product individually to see 

their sales history. With CobaltConnect, by simply adding products into your purchase 

order drafts you will be able to see the sales information before making any purchases.

Draft POs

P U R C H A S E  O R D E R S ,  C O N T .
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You have the option to not use CobaltConnect to place your purchase orders if you still would 

like to place your orders with your distributor, but we encourage you to use CobaltConnect 

to its fullest extent to help you stay organized. To use CobaltConnect to record your purchase 

orders but not send them to the distributor, all you have to do is switch the “Online” toggle 

under the distributor name in Draft Orders. When the toggle turns gray, it means that 

CobaltConnect will not send the order to your distributor and the order information will only 

be retained for your recording purposes. 

The CobaltConnect system will auto-generate its own Order ID for you. The billing and 

shipping addresses will also automatically be filled in from the information you provided 

but can be edited as needed. All you have to do is enter your desired Case or Bottle Qty.  If 

you select Create Order when a product is missing the case/bottle cost or the bottle per case 

quantity, the fields will open up so you can make the corrections. 

Sometimes there are competitive distributors offering the same product at a lower price. 

In this case, you should check the Price Comparison module under the Products dropdown 

in the navigation bar to compare prices before finalizing your purchase order. Once you are 

satisfied with your prices, head back to your Draft POs.

Online Online

Online Toggle ON: CobaltConnect will send 

out the order to your distributor. The toggle is 

automatically set to ON by default.

Online Toggle OFF: CobaltConnect will not send 

the order to your distributor. Order details will 

be retained for your own reports.

P U R C H A S E  O R D E R S ,  C O N T .
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Within seconds you can see the status of that purchase order in the Recent PO’s module. 

Locate that specific order and click the distributor name. Then, scroll to the bottom of the PO 

to find the status of the products in the order. You will be able to see if the product has been 

Approved, labeled Out-of-Stock, or has an invalid ID number, which will take any guesswork out 

of understanding the status of your orders. 

Many variables influence how much you will need to order. Luckily, Cobalt has gathered 

some of that variable data in Drafts to help inform your purchase. As previously mentioned, 

you will have access to 30-60-90-day and year-over-year comparisons. You will also be able 

to see the quantity you last purchased and how much you currently have in stock. You can 

send any additional comments to your distributor in the Order Notes section. If you need 

to help a customer in the middle of completing a draft order, you can click Save as Draft 

so you can continue your order later. If you are finished with the order and ready to submit 

it to your distributor, click Create Order. Once you confirm, the order will be sent to your 

distributor and a copy of your order can be found in your Recent PO’s module.

If there is a product you know you want to order soon, but not with the current order you 

are working within you have the option to save it for later. Simply select the Save For Later 

button underneath the product’s information. The product will then move to the bottom on 

your Draft POs and will remain there until you add it back to your POs. You will be able to 

add and save the quantities for future orders.

P U R C H A S E  O R D E R S ,  C O N T .
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If you select View All in the Recent PO’s section of the Purchase Orders dashboard, you 

will see all your PO’s from within the last 30 days and their status. Submitted indicates 

that the PO has been sent electronically to your distributor and you are awaiting delivery. 

Completed means that you have received the order and have updated your inventory. The 

orders will be arranged from newest to oldest.

If your prices are entered correctly, 

enter the Vendor PO ID number from 

the delivery invoice you received 

from the distributor delivery driver. 

From there, enter the quantity you’ve 

received from that order in the 

Received Quantity sections.

PO Summary

Once you’ve found the Purchase Order you are receiving, select the distributor’s name to 

open the PO. If the prices do not match what you were charged, you can update your values 

with the Edit PO button. Any updated prices will push through to the My Products section.

P U R C H A S E  O R D E R S ,  C O N T .
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We know that you have a relationship with your rep and that there will be times where 

you need to add another product to your most recent PO. If you placed an order directly 

with your Liquor Rep, don’t worry—you can easily add those off-line products to this 

Purchase Order. Simply click Add Offline Order. 

Offline Orders

The “Add Offline Orders” popup will appear, 

in which you can use the search bar to select 

the product you would like to add to the 

order. Once you’ve chosen your products, 

click Add to PO and then select Done. You 

will then be brought back to the updated PO.

Please Note: You cannot add offline orders after you 

select Update Order.

If you have any bottle returns to be taken by the delivery driver and would like to apply 

them to your account for credit, select the orange plus button +. This will activate the Bottle 

Returns module, allowing you to enter the bottle quantities that have been picked up by the 

Distributor’s delivery driver. Those credits will be applied in the Accounts Payable section.

P U R C H A S E  O R D E R S ,  C O N T .
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When items are missing from the order, a popup will appear to ask you if you’d like to add 

the missing items to your next order. If so, check the box next to the name of the product 

and then select Add To PO. If you would prefer to receive credits and proceed with your 

order, just click Update Order again. The page will then refresh and you will be directed to 

the Recent PO’s page, where the order will be marked as complete. 

Offline Orders, cont.

If there are no errors with the quantity you’ve received on the order, select AutoFill to 

finalize this PO and automatically update your product stock levels. Simplify your record-

keeping by taking a picture of the delivery invoice given to you by your distributor and 

upload it underneath the Order Notes box on this page. Once everything is filled out, select 

Update Order. 

P U R C H A S E  O R D E R S ,  C O N T .
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Distributor Price Network is a digital copy of your state’s 

Distributor Price Network. CobaltConnect users who have 

switched from relying on distributors’ printed price books to 

using our digital Distributor Price Network now report gaining 

over 20 hours per month.

This module is updated at the beginning of each month with all major distributors’ case 

cost, bottle cost, Post-offs, and other product information for your state. Items highlighted 

in red are already in your My Products module, so you don’t have to worry about adding 

duplicates into your system. 

D I S T R I B U T O R  P R I C E  N E T W O R K
F O R M E R L Y  K N O W N  A S  B E V J O U R N A L

Alerts

Product Data provided in our Distributor Price Network is provided to CobaltConnect by its affiliate partners, 

including SevenFifty, Beverage Media as well as independent Distributors, and has not been audited or 

independently verified by Cobalt.
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If you want to add a new product from Distributor Price Network to your My Products 

module, simply check the box next to the product desired. Once checked, entry boxes 

will open in the SKU and Retail Price sections. Fill in the appropriate information and then 

click Add To My Products. If you would like to add a product that does not appear in the 

Distributor Price Network, click Add Outside Product.

From here fill in all of the product’s information. Check the “Add to My Products and Clover” 

box to add the product to your inventory immediately. Click Add New Product, and it will 

be added to the Distributor Price Network. You only have to enter the information for the 

Product Name, Distributor, SKU, Bottle Size, Bottle Cost, and the Retail Price. All of the 

information must be correct for it to connect properly to the distributor when ordering. If it 

was entered incorrectly, it can be fixed in the Products Errors module.

D I S T R I B U T O R  P R I C E  N E T W O R K

Product Data provided in our Distributor Price Network is provided to CobaltConnect by its affiliate partners, 

including SevenFifty, Beverage Media as well as independent Distributors, and has not been audited or 

independently verified by Cobalt.

F O R M E R L Y  K N O W N  A S  B E V J O U R N A L
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Each product is in-sync with the built-in database 

so you will automatically have access to hundreds of 

product details and images. If the database was unable 

to pull the information for a particular product you can 

add the information yourself with just a few clicks.

Inventory

Managing a digital inventory is now easier than 

ever with CobaltConnect. After your initial setup for 

eCommerce, your entire My Products inventory will 

be in sync with the eCommerce module. From there 

all you have to do is click the toggle button to add or 

remove any products from your site. You can also mark 

a product as featured or on sales with a toggle as well. 

E C O M M E R C E
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Your orders page is where you can clearly see all your recent orders by your customers on 

your website. You will receive an email notification as each one comes in so you will always 

be on top of your online sales.

To mark an order as completed you can select the complete button in the order details 

popup or if you are marking multiple orders as complete at once you can select the 

checkboxes to the left and then select the complete button in the right corner. To refund 

any items in the order check the boxes in the order summary of the products that are being 

returned and then select refund. All changes to the order will be recorded in the order 

notes. Changes to your inventory will be made automatically in CobaltConnect and Clover. 

Orders

(0000)

customer@yourstore.com

John Cobalt

John Cobalt

customer@yourstore.com

customer@yourstore.com

John Cobalt John Cobalt

12.345.678.910

When a customer arrives to pick 

up their order select “details” 

under the view column for that 

order. A pop up will appear with 

all the details of that order. 

E C O M M E R C E
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In these modules, you can manage what products are assigned to which taxes, sizes, and 

categories. Currently, merchants have to make these kinds of changes in Clover individually. 

With CobaltConnect you can make these changes in bulk and save yourself hours. 

To create a section for either categories or taxes, 

select the Add button. From there, enter the 

information into the open fields. For Manage 

Categories this will be the category name 

and the parent category if one applies. For 

Manage Taxes it will be the Tax Name, Type (Tax 

Percentage or Flat Rate), and the Tax Rate. You 

can mark the tax as a default if it applies. 

When making changes to any Categories or Taxes, select the bubble to the left of the 

category or tax name. This will reveal a list of all the products that are associated with the 

tax/category. To remove a product select the X to the left of the product name. To add to the 

tax, size or category select the Add button to the right. A popup will appear with a list of all 

your products that are available to be added.

Manage Categories & Taxes

M A N A G E  A T T R I B U T E S

Please Note: You cannot manually add new sizes to the Manage Sizes module. If you need a size that is unlisted, 

submit a support ticket requesting the size. It is not guaranteed that it will be added. 
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With CobaltConnect and Distributor Price Networks’ integration, you have automatic access 

to all distributors. However, if you are a liquor store operating in Connecticut you don’t need 

to see distributors from California. The Manage Distributor module is where you can take care 

of this. All distributors found in my products and the Distributor Price Network will be listed 

in the right column. To remove any, find the distributor you would like to remove. Then select 

the arrow pointing to the left. This action will remove the distributor. 

To help you better manage important distributor information we have built a table where you 

can input your personal Client ID number and your Sales agent name. It is the responsibility 

of the merchant to enter in their information to complete the connection between their 

distributors.

To add distributors outside of the Distributor Price Network select the purple plus button 

above the distributor information table. A popup will appear where you can add in the outside 

distributor’s information. The only required fields are the product’s Distributor Name and 

Abbreviation. Select Add and begin creating products for your outside distributor.

Manage Distributors

M A N A G E  A T T R I B U T E S

Product Data provided in our Distributor Price Network is provided to CobaltConnect by its affiliate partners, 

including SevenFifty, Beverage Media as well as independent Distributors, and has not been audited or 

independently verified by Cobalt.
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The Multi-Location dashboard is where you can find your store’s combined sales, submitted 

orders, top categories, frequently purchased, and sold products. Use the Last 30 days button 

to adjust the time frame of these reports.

You will only be able to compare two stores at a time within this module, but you can adjust 

which stores by selecting the “Viewing: Stores” dropdown and selecting which stores you 

would like to compare. 

All Products is set up similarly to the My Products module, only here, you will be able to 

see the combined totals from your multiple locations. You can view one or all locations by 

selecting from the store dropdown.  Click the gear icon to update product information. Make 

changes to shared products in seconds instead of logging in and out of multiple accounts.

Dashboard

All Products

M U L T I - L O C A T I O N
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M U L T I - L O C A T I O N ,  C O N T .

To transfer a product between store locations, first go to Transfer Products. Begin the process 

by checking the boxes of the items you would like to transfer, then select Transfer in the upper 

right corner.

When the page refreshes, the product’s name, UPC, and the store location it is transferring 

from will be automatically filled. Find the store location you are sending the product to in the 

“Transfer To” dropdown. From there, find the matching product within the Results dropdown. 

If an option does not populate under the Results dropdown, it is an indication that the 

product does not exist in the other location’s inventory. The product will need to be added 

into the account before the transfer can be finalized. When everything is properly matched, 

select the Transfer Amount into the box at the end of the column and select transfer when 

finished. 

When this module is activated, you can 

add products to multiple store locations 

by using the “Add To” column in the 

Distributor Price Network. 

Transfer Inventory
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M U L T I - L O C A T I O N ,  C O N T .

To complete the transfer, select Transfer in the top right corner. This will prompt a popup to 

confirm the transfer’s final totals. Once confirmed, the page will refresh to the Transfer Log 

module where you can track all your store locations’ transfers. When you create a transfer, 

a PO will be created in the second store location and will be labeled as “Transfer Waiting”. 

The accepting store will need to receive the PO like a regular purchase order to finalize the 

transfer.

Transfer
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